CLUB SPOTLIGHT

TWO’S
We spoke to General Manager of the National Clay Shooting Centre
and Bisley Shooting Ground Richie Vallance, about the grounds under
management of the National Rifle Association at Bisley Camp.
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Can you give us some
background information
on the ownership of these
two clubs, and how they came
to be owned by the NRA?
A: Bisley Camp nestles in
the heart of ancient Surrey
heathland, just minutes
from Brookwood Train
Station and a short drive
from both the A3 and M3.
It has been the home of the
ational iﬂe ssociation
(NRA) and numerous other
riﬂe and clay shooting clu s
for over 128 years.
Its rich and intriguing
history has evolved over time,
with Queen Victoria opening
the ﬁrst annual riﬂe meeting
at Wimbledon back in 1860.
he ﬁred the inaugural shot
at the ﬁrst riﬂe meeting on
2 July that year and the event
is still very much alive in
the form of the annual prize
meeting (the Imperial) which

includes the Queen’s Prize.
Bisley Camp itself is a
historic location with many
ﬁne e amples of colonial
style architecture and
traditional lodge buildings,
taking visitors back to a
long-gone era. The estate
has over 3,000 acres with lots
of natural woodland, which
is home to many protected
species on a site of special
scientiﬁc interest.
Both the National Clay
Shooting Centre (NCSC)
and Bisley Shooting Ground
are now run by the National
Shooting Centre (NSC)
which is a subsidiary of the
ational iﬂe ssociation.
NCSC has always come under
the NRA umbrella, however
Bisley Shooting Ground was
previously run by a private
company until 6 August 2020.
The agreement came
out of mediation, resulting

in the NSC taking over
the business of Council
Club and Cottesloe Heath
shooting ground.

Q

How do the grounds work
together at Bisley Camp?
A: Now that Bisley Shooting
Ground has entered the
fold, the two clay grounds
are fundamentally linked,
enjoying economies of
scale and sharing best
practice across all shooting
disciplines. The result is
a joint facility that caters
for all of the clay-shooting
disciplines and provides
fantastic facilities and levels
of coaching.
The two grounds work
closely together, utilising
the same instructors and
sharing facilities, but also
tailor their instruction to
the speciﬁc re uirements of
the client, because we have
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where clients can relax
whilst waiting for a lesson,
or passers-by can enjoy our
breath-taking views and catch
up on a bit of work.
Out on the ranges,
years of fallen clay debris,
accompanied by continuous
sweeping had left the layouts
quite bleak, perhaps more
akin to a lunar landscape.
We have now completely
replanted the grass and the
place is looking fantastic.
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competitions such as CPSA
every discipline available to
Registered shoots, BICTSF
us. Being able to match the
Selection shoots, and NCSC
client with the right discipline
club competitions are held
and the most appropriate
throughout the year. Practice
instructor is a real eneﬁt.
is also available on the
Once we come out of what
layouts subject
we hope is the
to availability and
last lockdown, we
will begin to see
Once we come shooting lessons
can be booked for
the other eneﬁts,
all disciplines.
such as sharing
out of what
Over the last
marketing ideas and
we hope is the year we have
mutual support for
large events.
last lockdown, made a number
of signiﬁcant
improvements
What disciplines/ we will begin
to modernise
facilities does
to see the
the NCSC. The
the National Clay
Shooting Centre
other benefits reception area
was given a
have to offer?
substantial face
A: NCSC was
lift, opening it up
built for the
to a more inviting
Commonwealth Games in
environment where our staff
2002 and is a world-class
can engage appropriately
shooting complex. The
with our customers. We also
instantly recognisable skyline
created a lounge area where
of white canopies cover a line
our customers can relax in
of superb shooting layouts,
comfort. The Café has been
equipped with over 90 clay
elevated to offer quality
release machines catering for
food at a sensible cost. The
shooters of all abilities. They
overall ﬁnished article has
include computer controlled
transformed the clubhouse
scoring, trap sequencing,
into a welcoming and
acoustic release, and two
professional sports setting
training layouts. Regular
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What disciplines/facilities
does Bisley Shooting
Ground have to offer?
A: Bisley Shooting Ground
consists of Cottesloe Heath
(the ground itself) and a
Victorian Clubhouse ‘The
Council Club’. The Council
Club has been modernised
and upgraded many times
over the years, whilst retaining
its heritage and preserving
of all its historic features,
including a Victorian club
room where guests can enjoy
complimentary refreshments
before and after shooting. At
the back of the clubhouse is
a luxury dining room which is
used to host corporate events
and other functions.
Cottesloe Heath Ground
won the 2020 Shooting
Awards for the best Clay
Shooting Ground in the
country. The ground has over
80 electronic traps, features
over 30 stands and is home
to our famous grouse butts,
high tower, and crane. The
tower and crane provide the
ultimate challenge and
Simulated Game facility
for any game or clay
shooter. The crane is
fully equipped with
automatic traps, able
to deliver multiple
target presentations
through 360 degrees
and up to 250 feet.
We normally run a
100-target Sporting
competition every
month and occasionally
a Registered Shoot.
Our core business
is shooting lessons,
clay shooting practice,
Ladies days, young
shots days, game
shooting instruction,

simulated game days,
gun ﬁtting services, and
corporate events. We also
sell gift vouchers in classy
presentation boxes. We only
employ the top instructors
available and the shoot
manager is the legendary
John Heagren. We have
approximately 30 freelance
instructors who are available
for individual lessons or large
corporate events.

Q

What are the key
differences between the
National Clay Shooting Centre
and Bisley Shooting Ground?
A: The main differences
are the type of shooting
available and the overall
experience required by
our customers. The feel of
NCSC is much more of a
professional sports setting
for athletes and shooters
who strive for technical
excellence in their chosen
discipline with a relaxed
club house environment,
whereas Bisley shooting
ground has a very different
feel – more comparable to a
shooting lodge on the edge
of a beautiful country setting.
High levels of instruction are
guaranteed with an emphasis
on quality and comfort.

Q

How has each ground
developed over the years?
A: NCSC remained unchanged
until about 18 months ago.
Aside from the reception and
café updates, we have also
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invested in the shooting
facilities on the ground. For
years NCSC has only used
black clays for the skeet
disciplines as the targets
ended up falling in front of
the DTL range and orange
targets distracted the
shooter, but now we have
introduced nets so that we
can use orange targets for
Olympic Skeet and remove
the debris. Consequently
we now have a world-class
Olympic Skeet layout, which
is attracting much interest
from the elite shooting
community, particularly
British Shooting.
Coin tokens are no longer
used as all of the main layouts
have now moved onto a
brand new chip card system.
Customer’s cards are now
uploaded with virtual tokens
for each discipline which they
can use at their leisure. This
has improved efﬁciency giving
shooters greater ﬂe i ility and
target reliability.
Our second training range
is now complete which has
e panded the capacity of the
shooting lesson diary.
Bisley Shooting Ground
has developed a lot in the
last si months after ta ing
over the business. We
demolished and rebuilt the
medium pheasant tower
as the old tower
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discount for the whole
was condemned as unsafe.
to etter the e perience for
shooting party on group
The new tower is 15m high
our clients. One thing we will
shoots of seven or more
with a 5m square platform
not do is sit on our hands.
people, complimentary tea
on the top. We now operate
and coffee in the Clubroom,
ﬁve automatic all traps
Is there anything you would
complimentary membership
from the top, feeding high
like to include?
of the NCSC, and
oscillating targets to
A: I mentioned earlier that
caddied rounds for
a number of key
we will be rolling out the
The
members with
shooting stands.
Bisley Approach to our
no caddy fees.
The tower has
clients for beginner clay
result is a
been a real hit
shooting lessons. This is a
joint facility that
with both the
methodology derived from
Where do
game and clay
the wealth of training and
you
see
each
caters for all the
community.
e perience across oth
venue in 5-10
clay-shooting
We have also
Bisley Shooting Ground and
years?
installed a new
the NCSC. Its purpose is to
A: I see the
disciplines.
high-target
capture best practice taken
two grounds
crane which is
from all shooting disciplines
working closer
being used to
to arrive at a consistent
together at Bisley –
throw a series of ‘high
approach to shooting
we are recruiting the best
pheasant’ targets, which
instruction. The progressive
instructors and raising our
was missing from the
si lesson program will
game at every opportunity.
previous shooting portfolio.
introduce a novice to the
We are about to launch a new
One of the big changes
sport of shotgun shooting
si lesson shooting program
we have made is to our
and each lesson is designed
called the Bisley Approach
membership offer, making
to build on previous lessons,
which will tailor our lessons
sure our clients get value
arriving at a clear objective
to our client’s speciﬁc needs.
for money. Our members
at the end. On completion of
I am conﬁdent the corporate
can now enjoy 15% off all
the package clients will have
side of the business will
shooting, free gun storage
been trained in a range of
recover well after Coronavirus
for one gun per member,
skills preparing them for their
and when it does we will
with access seven days a
chosen discipline.
create more opportunities
week, monthly club shoot
competitions with prizes
awarded, free lesson
GET IN BISLEY SHOOTING GROUND Bisley Camp, Brookwood, Woking,
for new and renewing
GU24 0NY W: bisleyshooting.com T: 01483 797017 Opening
Contact Surrey
members, one free entry
times: Mon-Sun: 9am-5pm. NATIONAL CLAY SHOOTING CENTRE
to a monthly club shoot
Bisley Camp, Brookwood, Woking, Surrey GU24 0PB W: nsc-clays.
of your choice, two guest
co.uk E: info@nsc-clays.co.uk T: 01483 797 666 Opening times: Closed
offering members discount
Mondays except Bank Holidays. Tuesday-Sunday 9am-5pm (dusk if earlier).
for a day, members
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